The Federation of Yuen Long Youth has organized the Yuen Long District Outstanding Students Selection 2012 to recognize and award students in Yuen Long with remarkable performances in their academics, conducts, extra-curricular activities and social services.

Candidates participating in the selection were required to submit essays to introduce themselves and attend an adventure challenge so as to test their leadership and problem-solving skills. Fifteen Heung Chung students were short-listed to attend the final interview, which consisted of a personal interview as well as a debate competition. For their excellent performances in the debate competition, S.3 KUNG Ki-yan was chosen as the Best Debater of the Junior Form.

After several rounds of selections, S.3 TSANG Wan-kiu, LAU Chin-yiu and KWOK Oi-yan were selected as the Champion, the First Runner-up and the Second Runner-up of the Junior Forms respectively. S.5 LAM Yuen-ying was awarded as the Second Runner-up of the Senior Forms. They were also recommended to join the New Territories Outstanding Students Selection 2012 organized by the Federation of New Territories Youth. Heung Chung was awarded “The Best School Team Award” in appreciation and recognition of the enormous efforts made by the school towards holistic education.
Our proud Principal Lee – Receiving “The Best School Team Award”
The Champion of the Junior Form: TSANG Wan-kiu
The First Runner-up of the Junior Form: LAU Chin-yiu
The Second Runner-up of the Junior Form: KWOK Oi-yan
The Best Debater of the Junior Form: KUNG Ki-yan
Showcasing of Honours!!

From left to right: LEE Oi-yan Sera, CHU Kwok-ming, CHU Wai-sing, LAU Chin-yiu, Principal Lee, TSANG Wan-kiu, KWOK Oi-yan, AU Sheung-hing, LAU Yee-lam, TONG Sze-Man, KUNG Ki-yan, HO Tsoi-lam